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Abstract

Worker-task assignments represent one of the critical issues
in crowdsourcing, as they affect the quality of task results.
This study addresses the problem of forming worker groups
assigned to the same task in a task stream that requires more
than one worker. We introduce a worker-group queue model
that covers practical and common scenarios for task-stream
crowdsourcing, and compare three strategies in terms of the
skill balance among worker groups, the quality of the final
outputs, the number of worker re-assignments of workers, and
psychological stress felt by workers. We found that one of
the compared strategies that employs multiple worker queues
yields good results based on these measures.

1 Introduction

Worker-task assignments represent a critical issue in crowd-
sourcing because they affect the quality of task results. As
most crowdsourcing requires more than one worker to per-
form the same task, addressing the problem in such cases
is important. For example, the quality of the results com-
puted by an aggregation method is considerably affected by
the worker having the highest qualities among all workers
performing the same task (Zhang et al. 2016) or the average
skill of workers in a group (Lasecki et al. 2012).

This study addresses the problem of forming worker
groups assigned to tasks in a task stream that require more
than one worker. This setting appears in many scenarios. For
example, if we want to crowdsource the task of producing
captions for the video of a baseball game generated by relay
broadcasting, we must generate a stream of tasks in which
workers are asked to produce captions for a short video (Ka-
corri, Shinkawa, and Saito 2014; Deshpande et al. 2014).

In such a situation, we have to have workers wait for be-
ing assigned to tasks for a while for having tasks performed
in a timely manner. It is well-known, however, that people
feel stressed while waiting and that letting people know how
long they have to wait is an important factor to alleviate their
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Figure 1: (Left) Counter is displayed on the task screen
of each worker, which counts down until the time that
the worker should perform the task. (Right) Worker-group
queue for task-stream crowdsourcing. Worker groups are re-
structured when workers join and leave.

psychological stress (Nie 2000). Therefore, enabling work-
ers to observe when their turn will arrive is crucial. For that
purpose, a counter can be displayed on the task screen of
each worker, which counts down the time until the worker
should perform the task (Figure 1 (left)). With this counter,
workers can prepare for their turn.

The situation can be naturally illustrated by the model in
Figure 1 (right), which we call a worker-group queue model.
In the model, workers who agree to perform tasks are added
to worker groups in a worker-group queue. Unlike ordinary
queues, it has different units for the enqueue and dequeue
operations. We dequeue groups from the head of the queue,
whereas we enqueue workers to the queue.

The worker-group queue model can also be applied to re-
tainer scenarios, in which we retain workers who agree to
perform tasks during a certain period of time (Bernstein et al.
2011). In this type of scenario, workers who have performed
a task will be added to the worker-group queue repeatedly
during a certain period. The worker-group queue model is
often useful for volunteer-based crowdsourcing such as the
task of having an audience produce captions for a lecture,
because it avoids assigning only a few workers to many
tasks.

The objective is that we want to balance the skills of work-
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ers in the worker groups. If the skills are balanced among
groups, aggregations of the task results should be uniform
in quality, which would avoid dissatisfaction caused by the
curve of quality utility (Trestian et al. 2012). To make the
skills balanced, she/he often needs to be inserted into groups
other than the last one in the queue, according to her/his
skill. In addition, in crowdsourcing, workers can join and
leave a queue. Therefore, we must restructure worker groups
in a queue based on worker behaviors.

On the other hand, this restructuring causes psychological
stress in workers such as confusion or irritation. For exam-
ple, if the counter suddenly jumps from 20 to 2, the worker
might be surprised because she/he may not be fully prepared
for the coming task. As we will demonstrate, a clear trade-
off exists between dynamically optimizing the distribution
of skills among groups and the number of re-assignments of
workers that often cause psychological stress.

This study presents three strategies that implement the
aforementioned worker-group queue model. They are on dif-
ferent points of the trade-off line between the balance of
skills among groups and stress caused by re-assignments
of workers. Interestingly, we find that one of them achieves
balanced skill groups with small changes of counters, thus
causing low psychological stress in workers.

The contributions of this study are as follows:
Worker-group Queue Model and Skill-aware Worker
Assignment. We present a model that covers many typical
scenarios of task-stream crowdsourcing, with which we dis-
cuss how to assign workers to tasks to improve the quality
of task results. The model naturally leads to consideration
of the novel problem of re-assigning workers among task
groups, triggered by workers when they join or leave.
Principled Strategies. We demonstrate three principled
strategies and provide theoretical results. The first is an ex-
treme strategy that minimizes the distances of worker move-
ments. It does not consider the skills among groups. The sec-
ond is another extreme case that always maintains the best-
balanced skill groups. However, the problem is NP-complete
and does not consider the distance of worker movements.
The third lies between the two extreme cases and consid-
ers both factors to some extent. We show the results of the
worst-case analysis.
Extensive Experiments. We compared the three strate-
gies with both simulations and experiments with real-world
crowd workers, in the skill distributions of task groups, data
quality of the aggregated task results, the distances of worker
movements, and the psychological stress to workers. We
found that the third strategy achieves good skill balance with
a set of low movements of workers and less psychological
stress. The stress was observed in terms of both the NASA
task load index (NASA-TLX) and word error rates.

Our key findings are as follows. First, there exists a
worker re-assignment strategy that achieves both skill bal-
ance among worker groups and less re-assignment of work-
ers. Second, workers’ psychological stress is affected by re-
assignments in worker-group queues. And finally, the effects
of the re-assignment strategies on the task-result quality de-
pend on workers’ skills that are determined by the task and
the set of workers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews related studies. Section 3 describes the three
strategies for worker-group queues. Section 4.1 compares
the different strategies. Section 5 concludes the study.

2 Related Work

Crowdsourcing is currently expanding into many fields, in-
cluding but not limited to character recognition (Simmons
2010), protein folding (Cooper et al. 2010), Web translation
(von Ahn 2013), and image description (Bigham et al. 2010).
Real-time Crowdsourcing. Recently, real-time crowd-
sourcing has been attracting attention. VizWiz is considered
the first nearly real-time crowdsourcing system (Bigham et
al. 2010). Scribe is a system for real-time captioning by
crowds, which uses a queuing model for a worker pool
(Lasecki et al. 2012) (Naim et al. 2013). Bernstein et al.
(2011) developed techniques that could be used to recruit
synchronous crowds in two seconds and use them to exe-
cute complex search tasks in 10 seconds. Kacorri, Shinkawa,
and Saito (2014) proposed a caption editing system that har-
vested crowd-sourced work for the task of video captioning
using a game-like interface. Deshpande et al. (2014) devel-
oped a web-based crowdsourcing editor that corrected cap-
tions for video lectures. We note that most of those systems
assume some type of worker queuing model. However, they
do not consider worker skills in worker assignments to tasks.
Worker Property. In earlier systems, to achieve collabora-
tion among multiple workers, workers must wait until a suf-
ficient number of total workers are available (von Ahn and
Dabbish 2005). Another research proposed producing event
reports by using a combination of local and remote workers
(Agapie, Teevan, and Monroy-Hernández 2015). Nushi et al.
(2015) considered the diversity of workers to avoid crowd-
sourcing redundancy. We also solve the convergence of the
same types of workers in groups, but our work focuses on
worker skills rather than worker types, which can optimize
the worker-group assignment even in the case when workers
come from homogeneous sources.
Task Assignment. Various techniques for assigning tasks
to workers have been developed (Ho and Vaughan 2012),
(Ho, Jabbari, and Vaughan 2013), (Difallah, Demar-
tini, and Cudré-Mauroux 2013), (Difallah et al. 2015).
SmartCrowd is a framework for optimizing task assignments
in knowledge-intensive crowdsourcing (Roy et al. 2015).
This framework optimizes task assignments by forming op-
timal groups in advance. Kobren et al. (2015) presented
techniques to dynamically assign tasks and present dynamic
goals to workers. However, our work optimizes task assign-
ments by restructuring groups dynamically. In contrast to
group-restructuring methods for data items (Comer 1979)
(Bayer and McCreight 1970), we must address workers’
psychological stress generated by their re-assignment.
Data Quality. Data quality is a critical factor that has been
analyzed extensively (Sheng, Provost, and Ipeirotis 2008),
(Wang, Ipeirotis, and Provost 2017), (Karger, Oh, and Shah
2011), (Liu, Peng, and Ihler 2012), (Sarma, Parameswaran,
and Widom 2016). In many cases, the quality of aggregation
results depends on the skill distribution in a worker group.
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For example, the highest skill (Zhang et al. 2016) and the av-
erage skill (Lasecki et al. 2012) are used. Our scheme works
well in situations in which we wish task results to reflect
a uniform level of quality. We also stress that our scheme
is independent of a method for finding spam workers; once
we identify them, we can easily implement a spam removal
process by regarding them as workers who want to leave a
group. Therefore, our method can be combined with other
quality control methods that identify bad (i.e., spam) work-
ers (Ipeirotis, Provost, and Wang 2010) (Le et al. 2010).

3 Worker-group Assignment

This section first provides definitions of the components of
the worker-group queue model (Figure 1 (right)). In this
study, we 1) perform a stream of tasks, to each of which we
must assign d workers (d is the size of the worker group),
and 2) have a set of workers who agree to perform the tasks.
We then must formulate groups of workers and assign them
to the tasks arriving from the task stream.

This section describes three strategies based on trade-off
points between skill balance among groups of workers and
the number of re-assignments of workers.

3.1 Worker Model

We assume that crowd workers have different skills and
freely join and leave groups. In our model, the skill of each
worker w is encoded by a numerical value that represents
her/his skill. For example, the typing skill of a worker can be
encoded by 1 minus the average word error rate (WER) of
her/his typing results. Addressing the multiple types of skills
of workers should be an interesting future study. Another in-
teresting topic is how to deal with skill improvements. A
possible approach is to constantly evaluate task results to
measure and update skills, but this is also a future work.

3.2 Worker-group Queue

Let W be the set of workers who agreed to perform tasks.
Given an integer d, a worker-group queue or wgq of worker
groups is represented by a list [g1, g2, . . . g|wgq|], where
W = g1 ⊕ g2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ g|wgq| and |gi| = d. Figure 1 (right)
shows an example. Here, |W | = 12, |wgq| = 4 and d = 3.

We define three operations of wgq as follows:
• wgq.dequeue() returns g1 from wgq and re-assigns

the index of wgq so that g1 always refers to the head of
wgq. This operation is used to assign workers in g1 to the
task. The counters of the task screen are updated when the
operation is performed.

• wgq.enqueue(w′) adds w′ to a worker group in wgq.
• wgq.leave(w′) removes w′ from wgq.

Note that unlike ordinary queues, the enqueue and de-
queue operations are different in the unit of enqueued or
dequeued items. We dequeue groups from the head of the
queue, whereas we enqueue workers to the queue. In addi-
tion, we employ a special operation to remove workers who
want to leave any group in the queue.

The worker-group queue model covers many typical sce-
narios in crowdsourcing in which:

Unbalanced among worker groups

Balanced among worker groups

Figure 2: (Top) Unbalanced skills among groups. (Bottom)
Balanced skills among groups. In the former, only low-
skilled workers are present in g1, which causes unsatisfac-
tory results. On the other hand, in the latter, the averages and
variances of skills in the groups are similar, which reduces
unsatisfactory results.

• we have a stream of tasks,

• we have a worker pool that workers can freely join or
leave, and

• each task should be performed by more than one worker.

The model can also deal with worker retainer scenarios,
in which we reuse workers who performed a task. In the
scenarios, workers in g1 are enqueued again to the worker
group queue after they perform their given tasks.

3.3 Problem Definition and Challenge

According to the curve of quality utility (Trestian et al.
2012), an unbalanced skill-group formulation as shown in
Figure 2 (top), in which only low-skilled workers are present
in g1, causes unsatisfactory results. Instead, a balanced skills
group formulation as shown in Figure 2 (bottom), in which
the averages and variances of skills in the groups are similar,
reduces unsatisfactory results.

Definition 1 (Best skill-balanced). Worker groups are best
skill-balanced if the following conditions hold:

• For every worker group, the i-th highest skilled worker
in the group is guaranteed to be one of the j-th highest
skilled workers among all workers where i = �j/d�, and

• The variance of the averages of worker skills in the groups
is minimum in the assignments that satisfy the first condi-
tion. �
In short, each worker group has a similar distribution

of worker skills and the variance of their averages is low.
The assignments are suitable for many aggregation strate-
gies such as those that depend on: top-skilled workers, skill
average, and least-skilled workers, to produce task results of
consistent quality.

Unfortunately, computing the best skill-balanced groups
is not easy:
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Task Stream
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....

Figure 3: Single worker queue. This strategy produces fewer
and shorter-distance re-assignments of workers. However,
the strategy does not consider skill balance at all and is ex-
pected not to work well with respect to skill balance among
worker groups.

Theorem 1 (Complexity). Computing the best-balanced
worker groups for a given set of workers is NP-complete.

Proof outline. The problem includes the three-partition prob-
lem as a subproblem. �

In addition, to maintain skill balance, workers often are
re-assigned to other groups while they join and leave freely.
However, workers may feel stressed if they are re-assigned
frequently, because they mentally prepare for the tasks they
expect to be assigned to.

Our challenge is to find solutions that maintain a good
skill balance among worker groups while minimizing re-
assignment of workers.

3.4 Strategies

This section describes three strategies for different points on
the trade-off line between skill balance among groups and
the number of worker re-assignments.

Single-worker Queue The single-worker queue (SWQ)
implements the worker-group queue by using a single queue
of workers (Figure 3). If a worker is located at the j-th in
the worker queue, the group index number of the worker is
defined as �j/d�. Each operation is implemented as follows:

• wgq.dequeue(): remove the first d workers from the
worker queue.

• wgq.enqueue(w′): add worker w′ to the end of the
queue.

• wgq.leave(w′): remove worker w′ from the worker
queue.

SWQ produces fewer and shorter-distance re-assignments
of workers. However, it does not consider skill balance at all.

Best Skill-balanced The best skill-balanced (BSB) strat-
egy directly manages the balance of skills among groups in
a worker-group queue; every time a worker joins or leaves,
the strategy re-assigns workers to the worker groups in the
queue so that the skill distribution among groups remains
balanced. Each operation is implemented as follows:

• wgq.dequeue(): remove the first group (as well as the
workers in that group) from the worker-group queue.

g1 g2 g3

2 1 1

10 9 8

4

54

High Low

Task

Task Stream

Task

Task

....

Figure 4: Best skill-balanced strategy. Each worker group
has a similar distribution of worker skills and the variance
of their averages is low. However, every time a worker joins
or leaves, re-assignments occur.

g1 g2 g3 g4

Task

Task Stream

Task

Task
10

2 1 1 2

4 6 5

8 10 9

....

Figure 5: Skill-layered worker queue to reduce re-
assignments while striving to maintain skill-balanced
groups. The re-assignment distance is minimized so that
workers do not feel stressed.

• wgq.enqueue(w′): re-assign all workers in the queue
and w′ to the groups in the queue. Because we have ad-
ditional worker w′, the number of groups in the queue
may increase. Let |W | be the number of workers in the
worker-group queue before adding w′ to it. The number
of resulting groups will be �(|W |+ 1)/d�.

• wgq.leave(w′): remove w′ from the worker queue
and re-assign all workers in the queue (without w′) to the
groups in the queue.

Skill-layered Worker Queue The skill-layered worker
queue (SLWQ) implements the worker-group queue using
d queues of workers (Figure 5). The underlying idea is to re-
duce the number of re-assignments, while striving to main-
tain skill-balanced groups. The distance of re-assignment is
minimized so that workers do not feel stressed as shown in
prior research (Kumai et al. 2017).

The queues are associated with different skill levels, and
when a worker is enqueued to a (virtual) worker-group
queue, his or her skill value is used to determine the worker
queue that will accept him or her. Assume that a worker’s
skill value is the k-th highest among all workers in the
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Figure 6: Overview of experiments.

queue at that time. The first queue accepts the worker if
k ≤ �|W |/d�, and the j-th (j ≥ 2) queue holds workers
when �(j − 1)|W |/d� < k ≤ �j|W |/d�, and so on. The
worker group gl is defined as the set of l-th workers of the d
worker queues. Unlike the BSB strategy, workers move only
within the current queue and do not move from one queue to
another. Each operation is implemented as follows.

• wgq.dequeue(): return the first workers of the d
queues and remove those workers from the queues they
were in.

• wgq.enqueue(w′): add w′ to the end of one of the
worker queues according to its skill value.

• wgq.leave(w′): remove w′ from the worker queue.

If a queue becomes empty, SLWQ adopts the same strat-
egy as BSB at that time. We assume, however, that SLWQ is
used in the case where we always have sufficient workers to
maintain queues.

SLWQ has low computational complexity but does not
necessarily output the BSB groups. The following theorem
shows the worst-case outputs for the case where workers are
chosen randomly from the worker set.

Theorem 2 (Worst Case). Let min and max be the lowest
and highest skill values of workers in a worker group queue
with the group size being d. Let ave be the average of worker
skills of the best-skill-balanced groups, while ave′ is the one
generated by SLWQ, with the given worker-group queue.
Then, the following holds:

|ave′ − ave| < max−min

d
(1)

Proof outline. A worst case happens when the ave is the
largest possible one and ave′ is the smallest possible one. In
that case, the value of the i-th worker queue for ave′ is the
largest value of the i− 1 worker queue. �

This indicates that the worst case depends on the mini-
mum and maximum skill values, and on the size of groups.
Note that the assumption may not necessarily hold in prac-
tice. In the following section, we will show that SLWQ usu-
ally outputs fairly good groups.

4 Experiments

We compared the three assignment strategies described in
Section 3.4 regarding skill balance, the number of worker re-
assignments, and the final data quality. As shown later, we
find that the SLWQ is superior to the others in that it obtains
better results when we can correctly measure worker skills,
and if not, it does not produce worse results.

4.1 Procedures

The experimental procedure consists of three phases as
shown in Figure 6.

In Phase 1, we submitted the tasks to Amazon Mechanical
Turk to measure the word error rates (WERs) of workers in
transcribing the five audio clips. We obtained WERs of 158
workers for the five transcription tasks (5*158=790 in total).

In Phase 2, we conducted a simulation to compare the
three strategies. For the simulation, we assumed that we had
the 158 workers with their worker skills computed in two
ways. Worker arrivals were determined by a Poisson process
and staying times of workers were modeled by an exponen-
tial distribution. We also assumed that we had streams of one
of the five transcription tasks.

In Phase 3, we evaluated the psychological stress of 102
workers when they transcribed the audio according to the
counter used in the simulation of Phase 2. We measured the
mental workload of the worker with NASA-TLX(Hart and
Staveland 1988). The workers were recruited via Amazon
Mechanical Turk and asked to perform the task generated
by Crowd4U1.

4.2 Settings

Tasks. We generated five audio transcription tasks, each of
which asks a worker to transcribe a six-second audio clip
taken from VOA news (Voice of America 1942). Table 1
shows the scripts of the five audio clips. We assume that
each task is performed by more than one worker, and we use
the A* search-based multiple sequence alignment strategy
(Naim et al. 2013) to compute the final integrated result for
each task.

1https://crowd4u.org
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Table 1: Scripts excerpted from VOA News.
ID Scripts of audio
1 Danleys lawyer told reporters she was in the Philip-

pines to visit family paddock sent her a hundred
2 Emergency workers the senate intelligence commit-

tee revealed it is continuing to investigate
3 To collusion but were developing a clearer picture

of what happened despite dropping no bomb
4 President Trump has reaffirmed his total confidence

in secretary of state Rex Tillerson
5 But the places I come from we don’t deal with that

kind of petty nonsense and it is intended to do noth-
ing but divide

Figure 7: Screenshot of transcription task. An audio clip ex-
cerpted from VOA News was played when the start button
was pushed, and workers were asked to transcribe the audio.

Worker Skill. For each worker, we measured his/her WER
(Wang, Acero, and Chelba 2003) for the tasks above, as it is
a common evaluation index for transcription. Then, we used
the WER to compute worker skill in two different ways.

4.3 Phase 1: Measuring the Word Error Rate of
Transcribing

A total of 158 crowd workers were recruited to perform tran-
scription tasks using Amazon Mechanical Turk with $ 0.3
reward per assignment. We didn’t set any qualification for
recruiting. Figure 7 is a screenshot of the task performed us-
ing the system.
Result 1. Figure 8 shows the WER distribution for each
script. The horizontal axis represents WER and the verti-
cal axis represents the number of workers who performed
the transcription with the corresponding WER. Given a task
(with a script i) and a worker j, WERi,j is calculated by
the total number of substitutions (S), deletions (D), and in-
sertions (I) divided by the number of words (N ), as given in
the following equation.

WERi,j = (S +D + I)/N (2)
The captions of transcribing tasks were made lower case

and special characters were removed. The respective WER
was calculated from those results. As shown in the figure,
the scripts offer a variety of difficulty levels.

4.4 Phase 2: Comparison of Simulation among
Three Strategies

We conducted a simulation to compare the three strategies.
For the simulation, we adopted a retainer scenario in which
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Figure 9: Distribution of open skill values. Open-Skill i
shows the skill distribution estimated from the skills we
measured on scripts ks s.t. k �= i.

worker arrivals were randomly determined by a Poisson pro-
cess and staying times of workers had an exponential dis-
tribution. The workers in a dequeued group were assigned
to a transcription task in the task stream. We used five task
streams, where tasks in the same stream involved the same
audio clip (one of five).

The strategies were evaluated based on the same fac-
tors of worker skill, worker arrival, worker staying times,
and task assignment interval. We compared the three strate-
gies regarding number of re-assignments, the distance of re-
assignments, the average/variance skill of the workers as-
signed to the task, and the WER of the integrated final results
generated by merging the captions produced by d workers.

Worker Skills Given a task with script i and a worker j,
we computed the skill value of worker j for script i in the
following manner:

OpenSkillV aluei,j =
1

N − 1

∑

k∈{1,...,N}& k �=i

(1−WERk,j)× 100 (3)

where N is the number of scripts (in this experiment N =
5). Although the open skill value does not necessarily rep-
resent the skill of each worker precisely, this worker skill
type is used to predict the practical skills of workers based
on their test results.

Figure 9 shows the distributions of open skill values. The
horizontal axis represents the range of skill values and the
vertical axis represents the numbers of workers who have
the corresponding skill values. The open skill value was dis-
tributed in a form that approximated the normal distribu-
tion. The closer the distribution of worker skills was to the
uniform distribution, the greater the expected differences in
worker skills.

Other Settings Details of the experiment are as follows:
Task streams. We generated five task streams, each of
which contains 1000 tasks for the same script (one of the
five scripts). The task arrives at a predetermined interval (6
s).
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Size of each worker group. We set d, the size of a worker
group, to 4. Each task was performed by four workers.
Worker arrivals and staying times of workers. We as-
sumed that worker arrivals were determined by a Poisson
process and staying times of workers had an exponential dis-
tribution. Arrivals occurred at rate λ = 10 according to a
Poisson process. Staying times of workers had an exponen-
tial distribution with rate parameter μ = 5.
Integration of partial captions Integrating worker results
can be thought of as multiple sequence alignment (MSA).
In a previous study, an A* search-based MSA algorithm was
developed (Naim et al. 2013). We apply the algorithm to the
results of d workers to obtain each final integrated result.

4.5 Results of Phase 2

We evaluate simulation results based on the number of
re-assignments, the distance of re-assignments, the aver-
age/variance skill of the workers assigned to the task, and
the WER in a sentence, generated by merging the captions
produced by d workers. Because there is no large difference
in the distribution of open skills in Figure 9, we only show
the results of script 1.
Result 2-I: Frequency and distance of re-assignments.
Figure 10 shows histogram of the distance of re-assignments
during 1000 tasks in a stream for each strategy. The number
of re-assignments of the SLWQ and the SWQ were lower
than that of the BSB. In the SWQ and the SLWQ, when
a worker leaves, an irregular counter change occurs for the
worker waiting behind the worker who left a group queue.
The SLWQ can reduce the number of re-assignments of
workers to a greater extent than the SWQ by using multi-
ple queues. In contrast, to maintain the average and variance
of skills among worker groups in the BSB strategy, workers
are often re-assigned.

Here, the distance of re-assignments is expressed as a de-
viation between “the counter change that a worker assumed”
and “the counter change that actually occurred”. For exam-
ple, in the case of a change from “5 more times” to “4 more
times”, the type of change is 0 because there is no difference
between “the counter change that a worker assumed” and
“the counter change that actually occurred”. However, if the
counter changes from “5 more times” to “2 more times,” the
counter change expected by the worker would be “4 more
times.”, so the actual change to “2 more times” represents a
deviation. The distance of re-assignments at this time is -2.

The distance of re-assignments in the SWQ and SLWQ
is only -1 or -2. Therefore, even if re-assignments occur,
the stress in workers is expected to be low in the SWQ and
SLWQ strategy. However, distance of re-assignments ranged
from -16 to 16 in the BSB strategy. This would cause stress
in workers.
Result 2-II: Average and SD of skills among worker
groups assigned to the task

The averages of mean open skill among worker groups for
all strategies were not very different. However, variation of
SWQ was larger than that of the BSB and SLWQ since the
SWQ strategy did not consider skill balance at all. Figure
11 shows the mean open skill values among worker groups
assigned to task in script 1. For the clarity, we do not show
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Figure 10: Number and distance of re-assignments in simu-
lation of script 1.
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Figure 11: Mean open skill values among worker groups as-
signed to the task in script 1.

all results for 1000 tasks, just the first 100 tasks. The mean
open skill averages of SWQ, BSB, and SLWQ were 61.14,
62.46, and 61.55, while those standard deviation were 9.14,
2.78, and 3.65, respectively.
Result 2-III: WERs of the integrated results (open skill
values). To evaluate the quality of transcription, an integra-
tion algorithm was applied to the task results of Phase 1
on the workers assigned to each task. Multiple comparison
tests with Bonferroni correction were performed for statisti-
cal analysis. Figure 12 shows the box-and-whisker plots of
the WER of the integrated results, which are generated by
merging the results of d workers for each task. In script 1
and script 3, no significant difference in the average WER
for 1000 tasks was observed. However, for script 2, script
4, and script 5, there were significant differences in each
method. The result of script 4 showed that the average value
of WER of the SWQ strategy was the worst. This suggested
that task assignments performed while considering worker
skills, improved the quality of the task results.

It can be seen that the SD of the SWQ was the worst, and
variations occurred in the results of each task. The BSB and
SLWQ exhibited low variance for each task. This suggested
that by assigning tasks while considering worker skills, pre-
venting large variations in the quality of each task result was
possible.
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Figure 12: Box-and-whisker plots of WERs among 1000 integrated task results with open skill values.

4.6 Phase 3: Investigation of Workload and
Quality

Phase 3 evaluates the stress of the workers when workers
transcribe the audio according to the counter. From the sim-
ulation of Phase 2, how the counters of workers changed
with each method was observed. We asked the workers to
transcribe audio with this counter sequence, and then mea-
sured the mental workload of the workers with NASA-TLX
(Hart and Staveland 1988).
NASA-TLX NASA-TLX is a subjective workload evalua-
tion method used in many studies. It consists of six eval-
uation scales; mental demand, physical demand, temporal
demand, work performance, effort, and frustration. Workers
perform the tasks in two steps to measure the workload.
Pairwise Comparisons All pairs of the six evaluation scales
are paired and displayed on the screen. Workers select the
evaluation scale that represents the more important contrib-
utor to workload. A total of 15 (6C2) comparisons are made,
covering all patterns, and the number of times the evaluation
scale is selected is taken as the weight of each scale.
Scale Questions Workers evaluate task experience in each
scale. Each scale is assigned a size of 0 to 100 and recorded.
Weighted Workload (WWL) Weighted Workload is a
scaled evaluation point multiplied by the weight of the scale.

Tasks Workers were asked to listen to the two minutes
audio, follow the counter, and transcribe the audio only
when “Your Turn” is displayed. The starting position of the
counter and the number of processing the task are individu-
ally determined by the counter sequence generated in Phase
2. The experiment was conducted through Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk and Crowd4U, with a total of 102 results. For au-
dio, we cut out two minutes from a five minutes news seg-
ment of “VOA News”. Figure 7 shows the task screen. When
the start button is pushed, the audio begins to play, and the
counter starts to change. The worker performs the task only
in her/his assigned section. In order to evaluate the WER,
we adjusted the audio of the section where the worker fi-
nally performed the task to be the same for each worker.

Experimental Procedures Each worker evaluated the
stress of three strategies in counter balanced order. Exper-
iments were conducted using the following procedures.

• Test task (2 minutes). The workers transcribed the au-
dio according to the counter sequence with no irregular
change.
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Figure 13: Average of Worker’s WWL and WER

• Pairwise Comparisons. Based on the experience of the test
task, workers selected the evaluation scale value that rep-
resented the more important contributor to workload.

• Transcribing tasks and scale questions (2 minutes +
NASA-TLX scale questions, repeated 3 times). The work-
ers transcribed the audio according to the counter se-
quence generated by each strategy in Phase 2. After task
completion, workers evaluate the size of each scale based
on the task experience.

Result 3-I: WWL Figure 13 (left) shows the average
worker’s WWL. The Wilcoxon Signed rank test showed a
significant differences between SWQ and BSB strategies,
and between SLWQ and BSB strategies (p < 0.05).

This result suggests the BSB workload exhibits a larger
difference than the other methods and thus the BSB in-
creases worker stress because of irregular counter changes.
Result 3-II WER Figure 13 (right) shows the average
of worker’s WER. We evaluated the WER of the section
where the worker transcribes the audio for the final time.
The Wilcoxon test showed a significant differences between
SWQ and BSB strategies, and between SLWQ and BSB
strategies (p < 0.05). This is because the irregular change in
the BSB strategy is larger than the other methods; it is dif-
ficult to grasp the timing at which you should transcribe the
audio, so that the quality of the task results in work decline.

4.7 Discussions

Phase 1 results suggested that a worker’s skill will be af-
fected by the differences in difficulty among problems. It
is not effective to measure workers’ skills from the average
of multiple results, because the open skill results were not
specific enough. It is important not only to estimate work-
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ers’ skills but also to estimate how well workers can achieve
good results for each problem.

The experimental results of Phase 2 and 3 we obtained
suggest that the SLWQ strategy can output task results with
acceptable quality while minimizing stress. Interestingly, al-
though BSB strategy was the best in phase 2, if the worker
actually performs the task with counter sequence in Phase
3, individual worker results of BSB was worse than those
of other strategies. As a result, although BSB can improve
quality unless human stress is taken into consideration, in
fact the results suggested that irregular changes make work-
ers stressed and make the results worse. Note that SLWQ is
better than SWQ in terms of the variance of WER, although
their averages are comparable to each other.

Our experiment was not conducted under the best con-
ditions. Specifically, the conditions were not ideal for BSB
and SLWQ. First, the skill values we obtained may not have
revealed the best skills for the tasks conducted in the ex-
periment. This is because the tasks actually performed were
different from those we used to measure skills. Second, the
distribution of skills was a normal distribution and the skills
of many workers were similar and approximated the average
skill. These two factors mean that the skill-aware methods
used were possibly less effective than the ideal condition.

Even under such conditions, SLWQ showed better perfor-
mance in that it provided acceptable data quality with small
stress and can be expected to perform well in many cases in
terms of data quality and small stress.

5 Conclusion

This study proposed the worker group queue as a task as-
signment method for performing tasks that are continuously
generated. We assumed that workers could join or leave a
worker group freely. By devising a multiple-queue strategy
for assigning tasks, we found that the psychological stress of
workers could be reduced and the quality of each task could
be maintained at a consistent level.

In this study, we assumed that all workers feel the same
irrespective of their skill level in the simulation. However,
the rate of departure and stress level would vary according
to the skill set of the worker. We shall investigate worker-
centric factors (Amer-Yahia and Roy 2016) in future work.
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